A new traction method with use of the snare as a “second hand” during endoscopic submucosal dissection

Adequate tissue tension and a clear view of the tissue to be dissected are important for effective and safe endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD). Therefore, various traction methods have been developed to make ESD safer and faster, such as the clip-with-line method [1], magnetic anchor method [2], and double-scope method [3]. Here, a standard snare, often used for polypectomy, serves as a “second hand” (i.e., “traction device”) to assist during ESD (Video 1). After the creation of a circumferential mucosal incision, adequate submucosal dissection should be done to expose enough tissue to be grasped by the accessory “traction” snare. The endoscope is then removed, and a snare with a lockable handle (ASJ-1; Cook Medical, Bloomington, Indiana, USA) is tightened at the tip of the endoscope but behind the transparent hood (Fig. 1). The purpose of this maneuver is to avoid mucosal damage during reinsertion of the scope.

Subsequently, the scope is reinserted along with the snare. After the lesion has been reached, the snare is opened and pushed to be distal to the scope. With a pair of grasping forceps, the snare is anchored around the target lesion and then closed to grasp the lesion (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). The handle of the snare should be locked to enable the endoscopist to control the endoscope and the snare easily and independently.

With gentle traction of the external snare, it is easy to maintain a clear submucosal dissection plane during ESD (Fig. 4 and Video 1). The direction of traction may be controlled not only by pulling but also by pushing. Furthermore, the snare can be released and another part of the lesion grasped as needed. After ESD, the specimen can be retrieved directly with the snare. We have applied this method in a few patients with esophageal, gastric, or rectal lesions. Further studies are planned to prove its feasibility, reproducibility, and efficacy.
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